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Managing dam risk after mining’s done



• At this Category 1 site, contour mining began at the 100,000-acre 
mine in 1947.

• Area mining began in the 1960s using draglines with dams built 
across streams as access roads for mining equipment and for 
sediment control…

• In 1974, MSHA identified nearly 1000 large dams on coal mine land 
in the U.S., with nearly half located at this Category 1 site.

• In 1983, MSHA required a schedule for bringing applicable dams on 
the property into compliance with MSHA dam-safety regulations.

• A protocol was then negotiated with MSHA whereby jurisdiction 
for dams on abandoned mine land was transferred to the state’s  
Division of Water—public recreational area. Dams located on 
active mine land would then be addressed as area mining 
progressed across the property.

• After leaving I shouted, “Eureka, I just struck the Mother Lode.”



“I just got a 
multi-million 
dollar job!”



Electric 
Railroad

Brannons Fork 
Dam at RR

Construction of open channel 
spillways was not practical for 
dams along the electric railroad, so 
upstream dams such as Campsite Q 
were brought into compliance to 
serve as flood control structures for 
the railroad dams.  

Campsite Q Dam

Impoundments of 
Class I High Hazard 
Dams shown in pink 

Scale



Campsite Q was the 
favorite fishing hole of 
the MSHA 
impoundment specialist 
who negotiated the 
compliance protocol for 
the Category 1 dams at 
this mine site, so the 
owner decided to 
preserve Campsite Q  in 
the long-term plan…

This dam also 
provided a 
convenient route 
for an anticipated 
dragline move.



CMP spillway was slip-lined with HMWPE pipe and extended 
downstream to enable Campsite Q Dam to be buttressed, thus 
creating a 200-foot wide crest as access for a dragline move

Note:  Annular space between CMP and HMWPE 
pipe was grouted prior to backfilling the extension…







After the dragline move, Campsite Q Dam construction resumed 
to raise the crest level 22 feet in elevation to its final height



Upon completion, Campsite Q Dam could store the probable maximum 
flood, thus serving as a flood control structure for the Brannons Fork RR Dam 

After mining ended, a risk-benefit analysis was 
performed for each category of dams—post-mining 
land use is public recreational area



After mining ended, breach 
channels were excavated at the 
railroad dams to reduce risk…

If height from upstream toe to bottom of emergency spillway is 
less than 5 feet, then it becomes a non-regulated dam.  



Current area of former railroad dam 

Shallow reservoirs of the former railroad dams still have value for sediment 
control, wildlife habitat, and recreation, but when those dams became non-
regulated structures, it obviated the need for upstream dams such as Campsite 
Q to serve as flood control structures.



Hazard classification of Campsite Q Dam 
was reduced from Class I to Class II 
(moderate hazard) by excavating an open 
channel spillway and lowering the crest 
level of the dam.  

Current area of Campsite Q Dam



No high hazard dams remain on the property, but the benefits of 
offering a world-class recreational area to the public remain. 

The gift that keeps on giving…







After mining and coal processing 
end, the owner of a slurry 
impoundment is faced with the 
question, “Do we maintain the 
slurry impoundment as a 
potential asset in the event that 
mining or processing resume or 
do we abandon it?”  A risk-
benefit analysis can help answer 
that question.

High sulfur coal was processed 
at Site A, thus, runoff from the 
exposed coarse refuse face was 
acidic, as was seepage from the 
main underdrain—Note the 
orange water in sedimentation 
ponds at the downstream toe.   

Category 2 – Site A

An abandonment plan was 
prepared to estimate costs 
associated with that option.  



Phase I Cap

Open channel spillway is designed to pass probable maximum flood during and 
after abandonment by ignoring storage capacity in the former impoundment
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Reclamation 
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Category 2 – Site A



Phase II Cap
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Phase I Cap

Open channel spillway is designed to pass probable maximum flood during and 
after abandonment by ignoring storage capacity in the former impoundment

Category 2 – Site A



Phase I area

Phase II area

Comparison of the estimated cost of abandonment with the actual cost of 
maintenance, along with an assessment of the associated risk of each, 
compelled the owner to select the abandonment option.  

Category 2 – Site A



Phase I area during 
placement of final soil cover 

(Year 2)

Phase II area in preparation for capping (Year 2)

Significant heaving occurred during capping of Phase II during Year 3…



Chief Engineer:  “We can’t stop because we 
committed to finishing the work this year.”

YEAR 3….. “Stop the capping process and finish next year.”

Phase II area



You want me to do what?



Chute excavation



Nudging fine refuse into the chute



“Clothesline” drying



Dipping additional fine refuse below chute elevation



What was supposed to be the low area of the reclaimed surface 
became a mound, 40-feet higher than the surrounding area!



Final 
reclamation 

of Site A

Seepage discharge 
is in compliance 
without treatment

Reclamation ponds



But for many idled 
sites, a risk-benefit 
analysis justifies 
maintaining the 
slurry impoundment 
as a potential asset 
in the event that 
mining and 
processing resume.  

Category 2 – Site B



Abandonment Cap Option

Comparison of the 
estimated cost of 
abandonment with 
the actual cost of 
maintenance, along 
with an assessment 
of the associated risk 
of each, compelled 
the owner of this 
facility to select the 
option of maintaining 
the asset.

Category 2 – Site B



Option to reactivate and 
build additional stages

An ownership change validated the decision 
to maintain, rather than abandon, the asset.  

Category 2 – Site B



Category 2 – Site C



Category 2 – Site C
(Excess spoil 

disposal area)



Category 2 - Site D
(Pipe spillway)

Pipe spillway

So what is different if the facility has a pipe spillway instead 
of an open channel spillway to pass the design storm?  



Inlet of pipe spillway—facility 
designed to store probable 
maximum flood with normal 
pool at pipe spillway level

Fine refuse level is about 25 feet below the 
inlet level of the pipe spillway.



Phase I includes building sump and capping 
impoundment with runoff draining to sump 

Keep sump dewatered by 
pumping to pipe spillway 

The probable maximum flood can still be stored and discharged 
through the pipe spillway even after capping is done.

Category 2 - Site D
(Pipe spillway)



Phase II includes excavating  abandonment 
channel and removing pipe spillway 

Abandonment channel

What has changed since the time that Site A was abandoned a decade ago?  

Category 2 - Site D
(Pipe spillway)



Some in MSHA are now “suggesting” that owners consider doing 
pushout construction with unmanned, remote-controlled dozers.

If MSHA “requires” use of remote-controlled dozers, will the increased 
cost justify maintaining more idled slurry impoundments as potential 
assets rather than abandoning them?  



(From June 8, 2017—MSHA 
webinar offering clarification)







So why am I dressed as Virginia’s first 
governor, Patrick Henry?   







According to 2nd-grade teacher:  
“One of my students was 
struggling last year with reading, 
but then we started Engineering 
Better Readers and she started 
reading multiple books each 
night to earn points to buy 
prizes. By the end of the school-
year, she was one of the best 
readers in my class.” 



Kudos to Crossville Coal/ERP Compliant Fuels and IRTEC for hosting 
the 9th annual OSM-TMA Arbor Day event in Cumberland County.

We have now planted Restoration American chestnuts on FRA mine 
sites in five Tennessee counties (Anderson, Campbell, Claiborne, 
Morgan, and Cumberland).  

What does the site of our first Arbor Day event look like now?  



Surface mine reclaimed by the Forestry Reclamation 
Approach (Aug. 2016 after 8 seasons of growth)…

The American Chestnut Foundation predicts that restoration of 
the American chestnut will be the greatest environmental 

achievement of the 21st century…

Always recruiting owners of FRA sites to volunteer for future events…







“You did not let me 
approve my picture 
before sharing!!”

Email Carol sent to others:  “I have 
told him over and over… You hold 
the camera way up high so you look 
younger and thinner. So dumb!!”



Restoration 
chestnuts for 
Crossville 
Coal in 2017

Restoration 
chestnuts 
for TCC in 
2018

“Please delete the other photo 
and replace it with this one.”




